
3.2 Inadequate Grouting Materials,
Description: Mortar and grout (which appear to be used interchangeably in the documentation) were used in mortar beds between pours and
in repairs of defects (voids & aggregate pockets) in the concrete. From review of project data it appears that the material used was mortar
(concrete without the coarse aggregate) or grout (mortar of fluid consistency) and not "neat grout" (as it was called in one specification). We will
use the term grout to describe this material in our analysis. A grout bed was specified when fresh concrete was to be placed over hardened
concrete in a "cold joint". The grout was required in order to ensure a good bond between the hardened concrete and the newly placed concrete.
Its other function was to prepare the pump and its pipes for the relatively dry concrete by smoothing the surface with a layer of wet mortar. For
unexplained reasons the contractor chose to apply up to six (6) cubic yards of grout at the start of each pour. This amounted to six or seven
inches of grout instead of the specified "at least ½/2 inch". As a result we observed pockets and bands of nearly pure grout with some coarse
aggregate. Analysis was performed to determine if these pockets create areas of weakness and/or stress concentrations in the concrete matrix.

Data to be collected and Analyzed:

1. Review core strength tests for concrete and grout (FM 3.2 Exhibit 1) May identify additional perspective on this
2. Review original project specifications for cold joint procedures. (FM 3.2 Exhibit 2) issue as RCA related efforts proceeds
3. Review grout mix design. (FM 3.2 Exhibit 3)
4. Perform analysis of pour records. (FM 3.2 Exhibit 4)
5. Review photographic records from demolition for grouting related issues. (FM 3.2 Exhibit 5)

Verified Refuting Evidence:

a. Core tests confirmed that the grout at the joints had strength properties similar to the bulk of the concrete (FM 2.11 Exhibit 1)
b. Original project specifications provided guidance for joint construction. (FM 3.2 exhibits 2 and discussion on next page)
c. Grout was batched with similar materials and w/c (water to cement),ratio (0.4) as the concrete. (FM 3.2 exhibits 3)
d. Pour record analysis confirmed that joints were in compliance with specifications. (FM 3.2 exhibit 4 and discussion next)
e. Photographic records show well defined joints. There was no problem with debonding or cracking at the cold joint. (FM 3.2 exhibit 5)
f. At the location of secondary cracking close to the liner the crack progressed along the concrete and concrete/grout interface instead of

through the grout. This mechanism shows that the grout was stronger than the adjacent concrete. (see discussion c.)

Conclusion: Based on the available evidence it is concluded that grouting materials were not a contributing cause of the delamination.
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3.2 Inadequate Grouting Materials (cont.)

Discussion:

a.Original project specifications provided guidance for joint construction. However, this guidance was unclear with internal contradictions.
FM 2.11 Exhibit 2 is SP-5618 whose section 4:01.2 requires that "The horizontal joints shall be dampened (but not saturated), then covered with
coat of neat cement mortar of similar proportions to the mortar in the concrete. The mortar shall be at least 1/2 inch thick... ". However, section
5:01.6 of SP-5618 requires that "...a 1/2 inch layer of neat grout shall be applied before concrete is deposited".
These statement are contradictory as far as the material to be used (Neat cement mortar vs neat grout) and the amount (exactly 1/2 inch vs at
least ½12 inch).
Based on pour tickets we were able to determine that a mortar composed of sand and cement with w/c ratio of 0.4 was used. The amount of
mortar used exceeded the 1/2" specification but met the "at least 1/2 inch" called for. It appears that six (6) cubic yards of mortar were placed on
each joint, bringing the height of the mortar layer to nearly 7.5 inches. Concrete was pumped on top of this layer, resulting in partial mixing,
mortar pockets, and non-uniform concrete.

b.When reviewing photos taken during the demolition process it is possible to discern a darker band of material along the joint line. That band
has varying amount of aggregate and is darker due to the higher cement content at the location. It was not possible to determine from the photos
if there were any cracks that originated from the band. Measurements indicate that the band varies from 5" to 15" high between the outside face
and the liner. This observation confirms the theory that pumping concrete onto the grout layer caused displacement and "splashing" of the grout
- resulting in non-uniform transition layer between pours.

c.FM3.2 Exhibit 5 includes cross section photos of the wall at the location of a secondary delamination crack near the liner surface. In these
photos it is possible to see that the crack followed the line of concrete/grout interface instead of cutting directly through the grout. That is another
indication that the grout was stronger than the surrounding concrete matrix.

d.Cores obtained from mortar areas were tested for strength under compressive loading. The three (3) samples averaged 8700 psi, which is
about 20% higher than the average concrete core strength.

4rO May identify additional perspective on this

issue as 2CA related efforts proceeds
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